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Westward go!
Rosier UK based in Knowsley Merseyside, celebrates Moleroda's growth as agent/distributor covering the South West UK.

- s a recent participant in the "Medical
/\" event held on Rosier UK
i \s last July, the outstanding
success spurned an excellent opportunity to
further build on the already strong link.

Moleroda Finishing Systems, based in
Whaddon, Salisbury, Wiltshire, has been
manufacturing and supplying precision
engineers for over 30 years. The company
was expanded by purchasing the
manufacturing company "Hutchinson" a
company making felt products, polishing
compounds and mops for the Jewellery
industry. Moleroda then continued making
felts and added polishing products for
engineering industries especially for the
mould toolmakers. Moleroda paste is still a
unique compound used for lapping
components together for the aerospace
industry and for polishing high quality mould
tools.

Today, the company also manufactures
polishing and specialist deburring tools to
many industries including; aerospace, oil and
gas, automotive, medical, and the fast
growing prototyping sector to name just a
few and are now gaining recognition abroad,
with exports accounting for about 30% of
factory output, to over 12 countries.

The link with Rosier comes into its own
where a customer has any sort of volume
production where external finishing is
required including deburring, degreasing,
aesthetic blending of machine marks and/or
polishing through to super finishing.

Moleroda' s ability to handle the intricate
lower volume and Rosler's high volume
solutions means the company is well placed
to assist a wide range of manufacturing
companies with their finishing needs.

Owner William Dunkerley and the team
have been joined in the last few years by his
daughter, Lizzie who has become involved
with sales and e-commerce website
development. Lizzie spends much of her
time visiting customers and helping to solve
tricky deburring and polishing issues which
often results in the manufacture of bespoke
mounted tools for their customers as no two
applications are the same. They are in a good
position where they can offer specialist
deburring tools and are always inventing new
products and driving the market forwards.

Moleroda Finishing Systems long standing
relationship with Rosier goes back twenty five
years ago and the two companies are in the
process of setting up a specialist deburring
and polishing demonstration area in the new
Whaddon factory, just outside Salisbury. This
will include new lower cost Rosier ECO
machines, micro blasting, Eneska 4-1 hand
systems, flexible drive polishing and
deburring systems and specialist deburring
stations. As well as representing Rosier in
the South West as it has done previously
Moleroda' s territory will now also each into
South Wales to offer customers the best
possible service.

So for the first time companies in the
South West Moleroda offer a one stop shop
for all surface preparation, deburring and
polishing enquiries and will be able to bring
projects & components to their premises to
assess and supported by the Rosier Group.
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